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Abstract. Two phenomena regarding succintness in dependency systems are given. In the first, 
a minimum system of FDs can be induced by a much smaller (log size) system ol’ FDs over a 
larger set of attributes. In the second, a minimum system of FDs can be inducej by a much 
smaller (again log size) system of FDs and MVDs over the same set of attributes. 
1. Introduction 
Succinctness phenomena are usually closely related to the expressive powt-r of 
alternative formal systems, e.g., programming lar?guages, string languages, etc. ‘We 
show here that such phenomena are present as ~~11 in the theory of functional and 
multivahted dependencies (FDs and MVDs). In particular, we use the number of 
dependencies in a system as a measure of its complexity and show that there are 
systems of FDs which are minimum in the sense of Maier [9] but which can be 
induced by much smaller systems either by allowing ‘extra’ attributes or by allowing 
MVDs. 
We assume familiarity with the axiom systems for functional dependencies [l] 
and multivalued dependencies [4, 141 as well as basic concepts in relational database 
theory [S]. We follow as much as possible the notation in [13]. As is common 
in this area, we often write /YY to mean X u Y and identify X with the singleton 
set {X}. 
* This research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation, Grants MCS-7904 129, 
MCS-8007706 and MCS-3115106. A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the XPZ 
Workshop on Relational Database Theory, June 1981, 
0304-3975/83/$3.00 @ 1983, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
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We brgin with some basic terminology. 
Definition 1.1. (a) Let f be an FD X + Y over an attribute set U. We let t(f) 
denote thle lefr side of f and R(f) the right side. Thus, L(f) =X c U, R(f) = Y c U. 
(b) Let F be a system (set) of FDs over an attribute set U. Then F’, the closure 
of f, is the set of all FDsX + Y(X c U, Y t U) which are derivable from F by 
Armstrong’s axioms [l]. 
(c) Let X c U b e a set of attributes, F as above. Then CL(X, F), the closure of 
X with respect to F, is {A E U IX + A E F’}. 
(d) Let F and G be sets of FDs over U. Then F and G are equivalent (often 
called ‘mutual covers’) if and only if F’ = G’. 
We now review and restate some well-known results concerning equivalent, 
minimal (nonredundant) and minimum sets of FDs (cf. [l, 3, 6, 7, 91). 
Remark 1.2. Let F be a system of FDs over U, X c U. 
(a) (Beeri and Bernstein [3]) CL(X,F) can be computed in time O(mn) where 
in = It/l, tz = IFI. 
[k) F and G are equivalent if and only if, for each f~ F, R(f) c CL(L(f), G) 
and for each g E G, R(g) c CL(L(g), F). 
(c) Testing whether F and G are equivalent has complexity O(mnw& where 
111 = /Ul, nF = IFI 3nd nG = ICI. 
Definition 1.3. Let F be a system of FDs over U. 
(a) An FD fE F is redundant if F-f is equivalent to F. 
0~ F is minimal if no f E F is redundant. 
(cl F is nzimhttrn if there is no set G of FDs over U such that [Cl < IFI but G 
is equivalent to F. 
A natural and useful test for redundancy is the following (cf. [3,7]). 
Remark 1.4, An FD f in a system F of FDs is redundant if and only if R( fj c 
CL(Lif,, F -f~ 
Remark 1.4 immediately yields an O(mn ‘) algorithm for transforming a system 
F into an equivalent minimal system, vz and rz as Remark 1.2(a). On a single pass 
through F, any rule shown redundant is deleted. After a deletion later rules are 
tested relative to the reduced version of the system. No backtracking is necessary. 
A different algorithm of the same complexity was given in [6]. 
Definition 1.5. Let F be a system of FDs over U. 
ca) f~ rc is quasi-wdundaw if there is some FD g E F such that 
CiI g#A 
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(3 WUg), F) = CUUPL 0 
(iii) L(g) c CL(L(p), F -f). 
(b> F is quasi-minimal if no f E F is quasi-redundant. 
Minimum systems have a surprisingly nice characterization. 
Remark 1.6 (Maier [9], restated in our terminology). A system of FDs IS minimum 
if and only if it is both minimal and quasi-minimal. 
Using Definition 1.5 and Remark 1.6 one can derive in a natural manner an 
algorithm to transform F into a minimum equivalent set of FDs in time 0(mn2), 
m and n as before. First, make F minimal. Then make a single pass through F. 
Whenever a quasi-redundant rule f is found via some g, change R (g ) to R (f) L !? (g ) 
and delete fi Use the modified version of F in further tests. 
2. Succinctness from additional attributes 
We are now ready to consider our first succinctqcss phenomenon. This requires 
us to extend the definition of equivalence of systems of FDs so that some attributes 
may be ignored when establishing equivalence. 
Definition 2.6. Let F and G be systems of FDs over an attribute set U and let 
V c U. Let P( V) denote the power set of V. Then F and G are equica/erzt over V 
if and only if 
F’nCP(V)xP(V))=G’n(P(V)xP(V)), 
i.e., those FDs induced by F which have both left and right sides contained in V 
ar the same as the respective FDs induced by G. 
Clearly, equivalence over U (i.e., ordinary equivalence) implies equivalence over 
V c U. As a by-product of our first succinctness result ibelow we shall see an 
example of two systems which are not equivalent over U but are equivalent over 
a subset V c U. 
Remark 2.2 \Jou [7]). F and G ake equivalent over V if and only if for all X c t’, 
CL(X, F) n V = CL(X, G) n V. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Definition 1.1 (c) and Definition 2.1. 
We have seen that determining equivalence over U is tractable. However, Jclu 
[7] has shown that the general problem of testing equivalence over V c U of two 
systems of FDs over U is NP-hard (co-NP-colmplete). 
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We are now ready for our first succinctness example. 
Theorem 2.3. For any n there exists an attribute set V,,, a set G, of FDs over V,,, 
an attribute set W,, 3 VP,, and a set F, of FDs over U,,, satisfying 
(i) G,, is minimum, 
(ii) IUnl~OWn13, 
[iii) F,, is equivalent to G,, over V,,, and 
(iv) IE, I E Otlog IG, 1). 
Proof. Wechoose VFI = A 1 9 - 0 A,,B1 . . l B,D ; clearly 1 Vn I= 2n + 1. Next we choose 
Thus IG,, j = 2”. We now verify that Gn is minimal and quasi-minimal; hence by 
Remark 1.4, G, is minimum, i.e., equivalent to no smaller set of FDs over Vn. 
It is easy to use the test of Remark 1.2 to verify that G,, is minimal since, for 
any g E G,,, RI’@ = D and CL(L(,q), G,, -g) = L(g), which does not contain D. It is 
alw easy to verify quasi-minimality of G,, since no two distinct members of G,, 
satisfy Definition 1 .S(a)( ii). 
WC now choose U,, = V,l u (c, . 9 . C,,} and let F,, consists of the following 2n + 1 
FDs: 
Ai *C’, for each 1 s i s 12, 
Bi -3, Ci for each 1 s i c 12, 
c, * ’ * c,, -+ D. 
It is easy to verify that for all X c Vn, 
CIA X, F,l ) A V,, = CL(X, G,, ) n V,, = CL(X, G,, ). 
If f3 E X, then obviously CL(X, F,, ) A V,* =X = CL(X, G,,). If D&X, then 
C-1 -1 X, F,, ) n V,, -= XD = CLiX, G,,) if for each i, 1~ i s II, either Ai E X or Bi E X; 
otherwise the two expressions are both equal to X. Thus, F,* is equivalent to G,, 
over VII and jF,,i E O(log IG,, 1). This completes the proof. 
Turning Theorem 2.3 around, we can also say that one can find a system F of 
FDs aver a set U and a subset C’ c U so that any system G of FDs over V which 
is equivalent to F over V must be cxponentiaily larger than F. This version of the 
phenomenon is probably the reason for the contrast between the previous11 men- 
tioned tractabiity of determining equiv-’ LIlence over U, and the intractab%ty of 
checking equivalence over V c U 173. Thepolynomial time algorithm works directly 
on the FDs over C!. Over a smaller set C’ of attributes, there may be exponential 
growth in the number of FDs in the equivalent system which has only attributes in V. 
In similar fashion, Osborn’s polynomial time algorithm for testing whether the 
relation scheme b’ is in Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF) works directly upon 
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the FDs over U [7, lo]. However, checking whether a subscheme V c U is in 
BCNF was shown to be co-NP-complete by Beeri and Bernstein [3], 
, In the case of third normal form (3NF), the problem is known to be NP-complete 
for L/’ and NP-hard for V c U [8]. Whether the above phenomenon has an effect 
here would depend on showing that in the latter case the problem is not in NP. 
3. Succinctness from MVDs . 
In our second example we will show that the same set G, given above can be 
induced by a much smaller system of FDs and MVDs over the same set of attributes. 
We will follow the terminology given by Tsou [ 123. 
Definition 3.1. (a) Let H be a system of FDs X + Y and MVDs 2 --w t+’ over an 
attribute set U. The +:losure H’ consists of those FDs and MVDs which are derivable 
I 
from H by Zaniolos axioms [14]. 
(b) The F-closure of Xc U with respect o H, denoted by FCL(X, H), is given 
by{AEUIX+aEH’}. 
(c) Two systems H and K over U are F-equiualent if and only if H + and K’ 
contain the same FDs. 
(d) Two systems H and K over U are M-equivalent if and only if H’ and K’ 
contain the same MVDs. 
(e) Two systems H and K over U are equiualent if and only if H * = K +. 
Tsou [12] has shown that there are polynomial time algorithms for testing 
equivalence and M-equivalence of two systems of FDs and MVDs. However, he 
has also shown that testing F-equivalence is co-NP-complete. 
In order to verify our second succintness phenomenon, we need a characterization 
of the FDs induced by a system of FDs and MVDs. While Remark 3.2 below 
follows the development of Tsou [12], who independently discovered the charac- 
terization of Remark 3.2(c), we attribute the latter to Beeri [2]. 
Remark 3.2. Let H and K be systems over I/. 
{a) If H is a system of FDs only, FCL(X, H) = CL(X, H). 
(b) H and K are F-equivalent if and only if for all X t U, FCL(X, H) = 
FCL(X, K 1. 
(cl For any X c I/, 
FCL(X,H)=Xu(S’,x,H)nR(H)) 
whereS(X,H) ={AEU~X-~AEH~)~~~R(H)=L~(Y[X~ YEHI. 
Thus FCL(X, H) -X consists of those attributes which are a singleton in the 
dependency basis of X with respect o H (cf. [2]) and a!so appear on the right side 
of a g:‘uen FD in H. 
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We now give our second example. 
Theorem 3.3. For any n there exists an attribute set PI,,, a minimum set G, of FDs 
over U,,, and a set H,, of FDs and MVDs which is S-equivalent to G, over U,, and 
which satisfies IHm 1 E O(log IG, I). 
Proof. VUe choose UI1 to be the same set as V,, in Theorem 2.3 and choose G, to 
be the same set of FDs as it denotes in Theorem 2.3. Thus G, is minimum, IG,, I = 2”, 
IUJ=2n+l. 
.We now define H, by 
,4i*Bi for Nisn, 
1Bi-:~Ai for l~i~n, 
Clearly Un has 2n MVDs and one FD so lH,,l = 2n + 1 E O(log IG,, I). It remains to 
verify that H,, and G,, are F-equivalent. 
We observe that R(H,, j = D so that, for any X c Un -4, either FCL(X, H,,) =X 
or FCL(X, H,, ) = XD, the latter holding if and only if for each i. 1s i c n, either 
A, E X or Bi E X. Rut in G, either CL(X, G) =X or CL(X, G) =XD, the latter 
holding for exactly the same condition on X as before. Finally we note that if 
D E X, CL(X, G) = FCL(X, G) = FCL(X, F) = X. Thus H,, and G, are F-equivalent. 
The succincYness phenomenon for systems for FDs and MVDs gives a possible 
explanation for the interactability shown by Tsou of checking F-equivalence for 
such systems [ 121. Intuitively, there are too many ‘essential’ induced FDs to check. 
On the other hand, since it is tractable to check whether two systems H and K” 
are equivalent, if H’ and K’ happened to have the same MVDs, one could test 
whether they also had the same FDs. The intractability, therefore, appears where 
two systems induce different sets of MVDs and one wants to know whether ?xhe 
induced FDs are the same. (G, and H, are an obvious example of systems with 
different MVDs but the same FDs in their closures.) 
It has been pointed out by several persons that our example in Theorem 3.3 is 
pathological in the sense of Sciore [ 111: the MVDs are not ‘conflict-free’. Further- 
more, if one were to use Sciore’s methods to transform the system into a conflict-free 
system, one would have essentially the system or,, of Theorem 2.3 (except that some 
FDs would now be MVDs), i.e., we would have: traded ‘conflicting’ MVDs for extra 
attributes. Thus, the two succinctness phenomena may be more closely related than 
first appearances would indicate. 
We have considered whether increasing attributes by a bounded amount instead 
of by Q(jn 1 could yield succinctness. This, however, remains open. In the MVD 
case one could ask whether further enrichment of the dependencies allowed in a 
Iy5tem t ix., allow J-way join dependencies or arbitrary join dependencies, etc.) 
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could yield succinctness phenomena. In the latter case, equivalence of FDs, MVDs, 
or FDs and MVDs together could be considered. 
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